
Staying Competitive
Web Features That Engage 
Users & Deliver Results



Finding your focus,
knowing when to lead



Key feature areas

• Provider Ratings & Reviews

• Appointment Scheduling & Virtual Visits

• CRM

• Personalization

• Maintaining a Solid Web Foundation



Technology is not the roadblock.
The challenge is change.



Provider Ratings & Reviews



The Road Ahead for Personalization

Sharing that
five-star experience



How Patients Use Online Reviews, Software Advice, 2016

84% of patients use online reviews

to evaluate physicians

Reviews are widely used, influential

47% would go out of network for a 

similarly qualified doctor 

with better reviews

http://www.softwareadvice.com/resources/how-patients-use-online-reviews/


Patient Use of Online Reviews, Industry View, 2014, 
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When Patients Use Online Reviews

Reviews are not just for new patients

http://www.softwareadvice.com/medical/industryview/online-reviews-report-2014/


“When patients are asked 
to rate how doctor 
quality should be 
measured, clinical 
outcomes, such as getting 
cured of a disease, rarely 
come up… Physicians, on 
the other hand, go 
straight to the clinical.”
http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/sites-like-
yelp-can-be-tough-but-hospitals-embrace-online-
reviews/2015/06/03/a07a68b6-fe63-11e4-805c-
c3f407e5a9e9_story.html

Qualitative factors are critical

Finding Quality Doctors, Associated Press and N.O.R.C. at the University of Chicago, 2014

http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/sites-like-yelp-can-be-tough-but-hospitals-embrace-online-reviews/2015/06/03/a07a68b6-fe63-11e4-805c-c3f407e5a9e9_story.html
http://www.apnorc.org/projects/Pages/finding-quality-doctors-how-americans-evaluate-provider-quality-in-the-united-states.aspx


Wheaton Franciscan
provider ratings & reviews



The Road Ahead for Personalization

Bryan Health
provider ratings



Is it a fit?

• Organizational Strategies: Quality, Service, Transparency, 
Leadership



Building momentum

• Get familiar with the surveys in place today.

• Put legal groundwork in place around existing surveys.

• Identify champions among physicians and leadership.

• Establish baselines for physician profiles’ financial impact.

• Draft guidelines and review processes.



Appointment Scheduling
& Virtual Visits



The next step
getting seen



Intuit Health, 2011

81% of patients 

would schedule online

A few years ago…

40% would consider switching 

providers for online scheduling

https://www.advisory.com/research/market-innovation-center/the-growth-channel/2014/12/three-critical-elements-for-a-successful-online-scheduling


Patient Engagement: Digital self-scheduling set to explode in healthcare over the next five years, Accenture, 2014

66% of health systems 

will offer self-scheduling

By the end of 2019…

38% of appointments

will be self-scheduled

https://www.accenture.com/t20160130T021350__w__/us-en/_acnmedia/PDF-6/Accenture-Patient-Engagement-Digital-Self-Scheduling-Explode.pdf


• ZocDoc

• HealthPost

• Epic MyChart / open scheduling



Booking online
via ZocDoc



Booking online
direct from Google



Virtual visits
more options



Is it a fit?

• Organizational Strategies: Service, Finance, Growth

• Is there capacity (or are providers already overbooked)?



Building momentum

• Look at the functionality available through current technology 
partners.

• Understand (map) the full experience from a patient’s 
perspective.



CRM & Personalization



Understanding
your audience



eHealth Survey, Geonetric, 2015
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Closing the loop

Direct Mail
Email
Social Media
Digital Advertising

WebsiteCRM
Organic Traffic
Direct Visits
Non-integrated campaigns

Form Captures

Online Behavioral Data



Getting personal
??



Delivering contextually relevant content

Based on

• Campaign targeting

• Visitor demographics

• Behaviors and actions

• Predictive algorithms



Geotargeting
prioritizing local



Is it a fit?

• Organizational Strategies: Finance, Growth, Service

• Do you have alignment among key players in web, digital, 
marketing and CRM?



Building momentum

• Find out where your organization’s CRM efforts are today.

• Look for opportunities to “close the loop.”

• Start experimenting with A/B testing.

• Begin connecting the dots with contextual connections, content, 
campaigns.



Keeping the Foundation Solid



The Road Ahead for Personalization

Beyond responsive
thinking mobile first
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Search Engine Land, 2016

Mobilegeddon 2.0

58% of searches performed 

on a mobile device

“As a next step in our ongoing efforts 

to help users find more mobile-

friendly content, beginning in May, 

we’ll start rolling out an update to our 

algorithm that increases the effect of 

the ranking signal.” 

– Google

http://searchengineland.com/report-nearly-60-percent-searches-now-mobile-devices-255025


Building
for SEO



Semantic SEO: Thinking in entities

People Places Things



Open Graph metadata

Without Open Graph tags With Open Graph tags

Use open graph to provide customized 
title, description, images, URL, etc. to be 
used when content is shared on social 
media platforms.



Web accessibility and ACA 1557

1557 Applies to:

• Any health program or activity, any part of which received funding from HHS

• Any health program or activity that HHS itself administers

• Health Insurance Marketplaces and all plans offered by issuers that participate in those 
Marketplaces

Section 1557 requires healthcare organizations to take steps to ensure that communications 
with individuals with disabilities are as effective as those with anyone else. It incorporates 
existing federal guidance on these topics including the American’s With Disabilities Act and 
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973



Is it a fit?

• Organizational Strategies: Finance, Continuous 
Improvement, Growth, Service

• Evaluate Mobile UX

• Look at 



Building momentum

• Check out your site in Google’s Search Console, Mobile Friendly 
Test and Structured Data Testing Tool.

• Know your mobile visit data

• Track your results. 



Conclusion



The web is always
under construction



Key feature areas

• Provider Ratings & Reviews

• Appointment Scheduling & Virtual Visits

• CRM

• Personalization

• Maintaining a Solid Web Foundation



Questions?
Type your question in the 
“Ask a Question” box



Growing Digital
Reaching Health Consumers Online

When it comes to your 
healthcare brand, it’s not always 
easy to know where to focus your 
digital marketing dollars. Learn 
how to prioritize content 
marketing, SEO, local listings, 
social media and reputation 
monitoring in a constantly 
evolving marketing puzzle.

You'll learn:

• Which targeting techniques are most effective

• How to track campaign effectiveness (without 
driving yourself crazy)

• Which tactics will take your social media and 
reputation management to the next level

• How to rethink content creation and focus 
efforts on consumer engagement

• Where SEO fits into the puzzle (spoiler: 
everywhere)

Register at: geonetric.com/webinars

October 26, 2016 – 2 p.m. EDT / 11 a.m. PDT

http://www.geonetric.com/learn-and-share/growing-digital-reaching-health-consumers-online/

